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Innovation is alive and well in EDA!

By Kathryn Kranen

We all know that EDA industry growth is
fueled primarily by innovating solutions
for customers’ new, burning issues, and
to keep pace, core EDA vendors must
continually innovate. Having actively
participated in EDA innovation in a systems company, Rockwell International,
as well as four innovative EDA startups
– Daisy Systems Corporation, Quickturn
Circuits, Verisity, and now Jasper
Design Automation – I have observed
that EDA innovation comes in three primary flavors:
1. Node/complexity-driven innovation
2. Ecosystems innovation that extends
existing design paradigms
3. Disruptive paradigm innovation that
enables movement to a new EDA
paradigm, such as gate-level Placing
and Routing (P&R), Register Transfer
Level (RTL) synthesis, licensable processor cores, and formal property
verification
Node/complexity-driven innovation
Measured by headcount, most of the
innovative energy in EDA focuses on
node or complexity-driven innovation.
This entails enhancing existing technology categories so they can handle
the new physics wrinkles of the next
process node or the volume of data and
processing loads presented by the quadrupling of available transistors.
This type of innovation is hard work,
especially for the big EDA suppliers,
since it demands major upgrades of virtually every tool in the tool chain, and all
within the two-year cycle of Moore’s Law.
It’s a testam to EDA ingenuity and innovation that the products that were originally developed for circuits of thousands
of transistors in a one-micron process are
just as effective and accurate for circuits
of billions of 20 nm transistors!
Whether the objective is managing
the physics of double patterning and

FinFETs or building design tool capacity
for hundreds of thousands of lines of
RTL, the topline objective of this type
of innovation is offering users the same
familiar methodology in the face of burgeoning complexity.
Ecosystem innovation
A fair amount of energy in both big
EDA and startup EDA companies is
invested in innovation that fills out the
ecosystem for an existing design paradigm. This entails inventing and popularizing tools, IP, and sub-flows that
make the existing paradigm more efficient. For example, automated Design
For Test (DFT), Automatic Test Pattern
Generation (ATPG), logical equivalence
checking, and static timing analysis are
crucial to today’s RTL-based methodology. Yet these technologies were
commercialized only after HDL simulation and synthesis transformed the
design paradigm to the RTL.
Today, we see commercial EDA suppliers
participating in ecosystem innovation for
verification, as EDA companies add coverage tools, smarter verification IP, and
FPGA prototyping solutions. In addition,
EDA user companies often author many
innovative EDA ecosystem solutions,
which are generally targeted at their
company’s very specific needs.
Disruptive paradigm innovation
The third and most challenging type of
EDA innovation is disruptive paradigm
change. It’s challenging to birth this
type of innovation because new paradigms almost always displace existing
solutions, discouraging suppliers of
existing technology from embracing
and advancing the innovation: the
classic “Innovator’s Dilemma”[1].
A second challenge that goes with disruptive paradigm innovation is timely
technology deployment. New paradigms don’t succeed unless the critical

mass of required features, infrastructure
(scripting, IP, and so on), and knowledgeable users can be brought together
long enough to realize the ROI of using
the new paradigm. Often, the new
paradigm offers huge productivity or
time-to-market value, but can’t be realized without having all the right pieces
in place. In my experience working at
startups that pioneered hardware emulation, constrained-random simulation, and
formal property verification – all disruptive to varying degrees – many iterations
of market learning were required to identify all of the ingredients necessary for
broad deployment.
EDA Innovation is alive and well!
All three of these types of innovation are
needed for a healthy EDA industry that
meets its customers’ demands. Big EDA
companies execute node/complexitydriven innovation and ecosystem innovation on an ongoing basis. Startup EDA
companies are also good sources of ecosystem innovation. Disruptive paradigm
innovations most naturally fit startup
EDA companies, which have no worries
about cannibalization of existing product
lines. All told, innovation is alive and well
in EDA!
Kathryn Kranen is the President & CEO
of Jasper Design Automation, as well as
Chairman of the EDA Consortium.
[1] Christensen, Clayton M. “Innovator’s
Dilemma”. HBS Press, Harvard Business
School, 1997.
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EDITOR’S Insight
By Mike Demler, Editorial Director

@MikeDemler

mdemler@opensystemsmedia.com

Evolution and innovation in
the EDA ecosystem
Welcome to the premiere edition of OpenSystems Media’s
EDA Digest. Whether you are an electronics designer who
uses EDA tools on a daily basis, an EDA tool developer, or in
some other role as an EDA vendor or industry observer, I hope
that you will find our new expanded coverage of the Electronic
Design Automation industry to be informative and helpful to
you in your work.
EDA evolution
The EDA industry has undergone significant change in
recent years, with large acquisitions and mergers resulting
in consolidation amongst the major players. In February,
Magma Design Automation, the former 4th place EDA
supplier, was acquired by Synopsys for $523 million,
greatly increasing the size of the largest EDA vendor,
and coming only months after Synopsys’ acquisition of
semiconductor IP supplier Virage Logic for $315 million.
Just a month earlier, Cadence Design Systems acquired
Denali Software, also for $315 million. Now, the industry is
watching as Synopsys moves closer to completing another
$300-plus million acquisition, bringing in SpringSoft Inc. to
fill the gaps in their custom/analog design solutions.
As the landscape is being reshaped, we think this is an excellent time to develop an annual EDA Resource Guide to assist
users in finding the tools and vendors that can help solve their
most challenging design problems. Our expanded cover of
the EDA Ecosystem, including semiconductor IP, serves as
a map to guide readers to products in each category of our
EDA taxonomy from Electronic System Level (ESL) design
to Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD) to tools for
Printed Circuit Board (PCB) design.
With EDA becoming more concentrated in “The Big 3,”
namely Cadence Design Systems, Mentor Graphics, and
Synopsys, no review of the state of the industry would be complete without the perspectives of the leaders of those companies. Each company kindly agreed to participate in interviews
in which we presented the same set of five questions to their
CEOs and executive staff members. We asked the executives
to discuss how universities and the industry can foster further, future innovations, reflect back on the most significant
innovations in EDA in the past 25 years, forecast the future
impact of 3D ICs, and opine on the greatest challenges facing
EDA today. From Mentor Graphics, we have the viewpoint

of CEO and Chairman of the Board Dr. Walden C. Rhines;
Cadence Design Systems President and CEO Lip-Bu Tan
shared his insights; and from Synopsys we received responses
from John Chilton, Senior Vice President of Marketing and
Strategic Development.
I think you will find that the interviews reflect both the personalities of each company’s leaders and their companies’ relative
strengths within the EDA ecosystem. We get a look at some
of Synopsys’ strategic thinking as they attempt to absorb their
recent series of large purchases: Cadence Design Systems, the
original developer of the OpenAccess data model, placed a
great deal of emphasis on collaboration within the ecosystem
in their interview; and Mentor, most involved of the Big 3 in providing tools for embedded systems designers, reflects that influence in their outlook for greater hardware-software integration.
The varied outlooks on the future impact of 3D ICs are particularly interesting, which range from perspectives that little
change in existing tools will be required to thoughts that
changes will be needed across the board that could even alter
“how the semiconductor industry works.” There are also
significant differences in opinions regarding the role that universities will play in advancing EDA. The greatest differences
in perspective emerged from the executive’s choices for the
single biggest challenge facing the EDA industry today. From
their answers, I believe we can gain a great deal of insight into
the directions and positioning that these companies will likely
be pursuing in the coming years.
One consistent theme from the executive interviews is the
need for ecosystem cooperation and support of standards for
interoperability. The consolidation that we are seeing could
potentially lead to big EDA companies expanding their efforts
to own a greater portion of design flows. We hope that efforts
toward more truly open standards continue, and that companies realize that barriers to interoperability only inhibit growth
and innovation for the entire industry.
EDA innovation
As you will see, innovation is a central theme in this issue
of EDA Digest. Much has been said and written about the
need for more innovation in the EDA industry, where it may
often seem that the task is left to the small startups. Those
intrepid entrepreneurs often toil away in cash-starved,
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bootstrapped operations in the
hopes of eventually being snatched
up by one of the bigger companies.
After we solicited nominations of the
“Top Innovators in EDA,” we were
pleasantly surprised by the breadth
of the submissions, which brought
to light many (perhaps lesser known)
innovators from large and small companies with long records of contributions that have advanced EDA.
Arriving at just three “Top Innovators
in EDA” was a challenging task. Each
of the nominees is highly deserving
of having their work brought into
the spotlight. We invited EDA companies to “Nominate your Mover
and Shaker!” by submitting their Top
Innovators along with the contributions he or she has made to the EDA
industry. With that as a starting point,
the emphasis in selecting winners was
on both the innovator and the impact
of their contributions. MerriamWebster defines innovation as “a
new idea, method, or device,” that is
often “an improvement to something

already existing.” We might sometimes overlook innovations that make
big improvements in established tools
and methods, but their impact can be
even greater than a novel idea that
fails to achieve wide adoption. There
are some very interesting new innovations among the nominations, such as
Breker’s approach to SoC verification,
and the NextOp/Atrenta technology
for assertion synthesis, but time will
tell if they have the impact of those we
chose for the top three. In my feature
on the winners, each with an established track record of significantly
changing how design is done, you can
read more about their accomplishments and what made them stand out
for special recognition.
Kathryn Kranen, the 2012 Chair for
the Electronic Design Automation
Consortium (EDAC) and President and
CEO of Jasper Design Automation,
frames the innovation question perfectly in her article “Innovation is
alive and well in EDA!” As she points
out, since the very beginning of

EDA the entire electronics industry
has marched along to the two-year
rhythm of Moore’s Law. This has
driven the core EDA vendors to
continue innovating just to keep up.
Besides the startups, she also identifies innovation outside of the largest
companies, which has been essential
for enhancing and tying together
the components necessary to build a
complete EDA ecosystem.
Enhancing EDA
We would like to hear from our
readers on the same questions we
posed to the EDA companies. What
do you think has been the biggest
innovation in EDA over the last
25 years? Who would you nominate for Top Innovator? What do
you see as the biggest challenge
facing the EDA industry today? You
can join the discussion in our “EDA
Digest” LinkedIn group (opsy.st/
QxtaTs), on Twitter @EDADigest
or @MikeDemler, or via email at
mdemler@opensystemsmedia.com.
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Big 3 Executive Interview –
Lip-Bu Tan, CEO, Cadence
Design Systems
Lip-Bu Tan is President and Chief Executive Officer of Cadence
Design Systems, Inc., and has been a member of the Cadence
Board of Directors since 2004. He also serves as Chairman of
Walden International, a venture capital firm he founded in 1987.
Tan received an M.S. in Nuclear Engineering from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, an MBA from the
University of San Francisco, and a B.S. from Nanyang University
in Singapore. He serves on the Board of Directors of both the
Electronic Design Automation Consortium (EDAC) and the
Global Semiconductor Association (GSA).

EDA|

University research
played a major role in
the early development of the EDA
industry. Do you think that we will
see future advances coming from
academia, or have the problems
from increased design complexity
grown too large? Where do you see
promising work being done today?
University research remains an important contributor to the advancement
of design automation technology. New
algorithms or models are still important, though in many cases collaboration
and information sharing are required in
order to implement new technology.
For example, Cadence is working with
Professor Chenming Hu and his group at
the University of California, Berkeley to
develop simulation models for FinFETs,
which Dr. Hu invented. A complete solution will require not only the definition
of a simulation model, but also the characteristics of specific devices in specific
manufacturing processes – information
that must be shared by the fab or foundry.
Also, participation of university students at industry conferences remains
strong, and Cadence has well-attended

academic programs at our CDNLive
conferences, where university students
present papers and compete for awards.

EDA|

Cadence Design
Systems, Mentor
Graphics, and Synopsys, the three
largest EDA companies, were all
founded nearly 25 or more years ago.
What do you think has been EDA’s
biggest innovation in that time?
It’s hard to pick a single development
that is the biggest innovation for all different kinds of design, but in general
the big innovations involve abstraction,
automation, and reuse. It’s the power
of abstraction that has raised EDA from
drawing simple geometric shapes for
individual transistors to synthesizing
billion-transistor ICs from text descriptions in a programming language like
SystemVerilog or C. The ability to automatically assemble blocks into complete,
optimized designs kept development
schedules from exploding along with the
size and complexity of chips. And design
reuse is now evolving from a craft to an
industry, as it must in order to meet the
needs of expanding SoC designs. In the
end, both automation and design reuse

rely on abstraction, so if we must narrow
the answer to one characteristic, then
abstraction – in all its forms – has been
the cornerstone innovation of EDA.

EDA|

How does Cadence
Design Systems
continue to foster innovation?
In our industry, innovation is not
optional. EDA is driven by the rising
complexity of new designs and the
growing challenges of new semiconductor technology. At Cadence, we
are engaged in a series of deep collaborative projects with leading ecosystem partners and key customers.
The goal is to anticipate issues and
create solutions that will enable design
of the next generation of SoCs and end
products. Often, our teams are literally
working side-by-side in shared offices,
so our engineers have direct exposure to issues that inspire innovation.
Cadence also sponsors a worldwide
series of customer conferences called
CDNLive, which brings technology
users and industry experts into contact with Cadence engineers to discuss
new techniques for realizing advanced
silicon, SoCs, and systems.
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“… abstraction
– in all its forms
– has been the
cornerstone
innovation of
EDA.”
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hardware performance. Also, hardware
design interacts with embedded software to determine the overall characteristics of a device – like features,
usability, and application support. As
each factor is becoming individually
more complex, the overall challenge is
increasing rapidly. Technology development can help address complexity,
but a crucial part of the solution is for
ecosystem partners to manage the
scope of interdependencies through
collaboration. Instead of each partner
spending time and money to develop

a universal solution to support all possible permutations of other factors,
companies collaborate to define and
optimize solutions to manage the interdependencies of the most important
scenarios. Most of the really big successes in the semiconductor industry
today are the result of collaboration
between software providers, IP and
EDA companies, application creators,
IC foundries, and others.
Cadence Design Systems
www.cadence.com

EDA|

We have been hearing
more about 3D ICs in
the last few years. Do you think that
true, stacked die, 3D ICs will require a
change in design paradigm to create
growth for EDA, or will most of the
needs be fulfilled by existing 2D
design tools?
Designing 3D ICs will require changes
not only to design tools, but also to
methodologies, IP, and, to some degree,
how the semiconductor industry works.
The EDA flows for 3D ICs will be built
on top of proven flows for 2D, but will
add a layer of essential new technology
to manage issues like the signal integrity, power, and thermal effects of 3D
construction. Cadence has developed
leading technology for 3D IC design and
verification over the past few years, and
our recent acquisition of Sigrity further
strengthened that portfolio by adding
analysis tools that are essential for developing high-performance chips.

EDA|

What is the biggest
challenge facing the
EDA industry today?
There are so many different things
that affect the success of a new IC or
product that the biggest overall challenge is the interdependency of all of
those factors. For example, process
technology and circuit design interact
to affect power consumption; both of
those also interact with layout to affect

Lost?
Avoid code rage. Finding your way just got easier.
It’s a great feeling knowing that you can always find your
way through tens of thousands of source code lines with a
simple hyperlink. Get exactly where you need, faster, with
DVT's advanced code and project navigation features
including hyperlinks, semantic search, class and structural
browsing, and UML diagrams. The road to productivity
has just become easier with DVT.

DVT – Design and Verification Tools
For e, SystemVerilog, Verilog, and VHDL
Contact us today for your map to success:
www.dvteclipse.com
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Big 3 Executive Interview –
Walden C. Rhines,
CEO, Mentor Graphics
Walden C. Rhines is Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
Mentor Graphics, a leader in worldwide electronic design
automation. Prior to joining Mentor Graphics, Rhines was
Executive Vice President of Texas Instruments’ Semiconductor
Group. Rhines served as Chairman of the Electronic Design
Automation Consortium (EDAC) for five two-year terms, and
currently serves as its co-chair. He is also a board member of
the Semiconductor Research Corporation and has previously
served as Chairman of the Semiconductor Technical Advisory
Committee of the Department of Commerce, as well as a board
member of SEMATECH, SEMI-Sematech, and the Computer
and Business Equipment Manufacturers’ Association (CBEMA).

EDA|

University research played a major role in the
early development of the EDA industry. Do
you think that we will see future advances coming from
academia, or have the problems from increased design
complexity grown too large? Where do you see promising
work being done today?
Universities continue to play a key role. I serve on the board
of the Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) to assist in
university research funding. EDA is a fruitful area for university research because the capital investment is low and the
opportunity for revolutionary innovation is high. As subtle
issues of device physics and materials science become more
important at sub-20 nm, universities will be at the center of
much of the innovation. Promising university work is being
done in DFT, new device structures, characterization of physical phenomena like electromigration, multicore algorithmic
enhancements, and the like.
For the longer term, university research is key to helping define
the transition from standard CMOS-Moore dominated technology to “more than Moore” (how to pack more functionality
with standard process technology, 3D integration, Si photonics,
and lower power), as well as searching for a “new switch.”

EDA|

Cadence, Mentor, and Synopsys, the three
largest EDA companies, were all founded
nearly 25 or more years ago. What do you think has been
EDA’s biggest innovation in that time?

“… companies of
the future will have to offer solutions
that address complexity in more ways
than just lithographic shrinks.”
Standardization of design methodology. By bringing us from a
set of customized approaches to design by numerous IDMs to
standard design methodologies with handoff points based upon
those standards, thousands of EDA companies are able to provide innovative elements that easily integrate into design flows.
One could argue that the EDA industry has taken the art of
electronic design (as it was at the dawn of the EDA industry
in 1981) into an age of electronic design based on the scientific method of Descartes. Modern electronic design of integrated circuits breaks down the design steps by leveraging
handoff points based upon standards so best-of-breed tools
can be used by specialized talent throughout. Not only has this
enabled a design tool infrastructure to develop, but it has, in
fact, contributed to the radical restructuring of the semiconductor industry itself by supporting the development of business models and specialties such as the fabless/foundry or even
the “chipless” model led by companies like ARM. The industry
has innovated design technologies that have helped facilitate
the evolution of many electronic engineering specialties/disciplines, tools, and methodologies. All of this has been fully
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enabled by innovative technologies not even envisioned during
the IDM-based world of 1981.

EDA|

How does Mentor Graphics continue to
foster innovation?

Mentor Graphics fosters innovation in four ways:
1. Encourage design software tool developers to interact
directly with designers to understand new challenges
2. Work on solving emerging design challenges before they
become design problems
3. Solve problems that no one else is addressing
4. Keep technologists on the leading edge of their domains
(by interacting with advanced customers and advanced
researchers) from the system level through physical
implementation to manufacturing and yield, while simultaneously doing so in the software engineering practice
from project management (for example, Agile development) through parallel computing to advanced language
implementation

EDA|

We are hearing more about 3D ICs in the
last few years. Do you think that true,
stacked die, 3D ICs will require a change in design
paradigm to create growth for EDA, or will most of the
needs be fulfilled by existing 2D design tools?

Existing 2D design tools have already been extended to handle
3D IC design, for example Mentor Graphics’ Calibre 3D,
Tessent Design-For-Test (DFT), Expedition package/interposer
design, and so on. Longer term there will be specialization. As
technology evolves, there will be opportunities for new tools to
address new die configurations.

EDA|

What is the biggest challenge facing the EDA
industry today?

Fewer companies can afford the cost of big digital designs.
Because fewer companies are able to afford the cost of big-digital
designs, many companies are looking for and finding other ways
of providing highly differentiated, leading-edge products to the
market outside of being the first to manufacture products at the
leading node. Many are turning to offering innovative hardware
products with sophisticated, highly customized and fully integrated software stacks. Others are finding differentiation via a
mix of technologies integrated on the same die or stacked in
state-of-the-art 3D Through-Silicon Vias (TSV) designs. The days
of simply offering tools that help companies innovate along one
axis (as in lithographic size reduction) are fading. EDA companies
of the future will have to offer solutions that address complexity
in more ways than just lithographic shrinks.
Mentor Graphics | www.mentor.com
mentor_graphics@mentor.com
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providers of editor-moderated online events
in the embedded space. With the right tools,
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EDA Digest Editorial Director Mike Demler
administers all EDA-related E-casts, bringing
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IC design, embedded software tools, and industry
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in OpenSystems Media’s industry-leading
presentation platform.
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Big 3 Executive Interview –
John Chilton, Senior VP,
Marketing and Strategic
Development, Synopsys, Inc.
John Chilton is responsible for all of Synopsys’ marketing
functions, including Product Marketing, Solutions Marketing,
Corporate Marketing, Corporate Development, Strategy,
and Planning. Prior to his current role, Mr. Chilton served
as General Manager of Synopsys’ IP, Professional Services,
and System Level Design Businesses. Prior to Synopsys, Mr.
Chilton served as CEO of Arkos Design, which was acquired
by Synopsys in 1995, and Datalogic/EMS, an early producer
of RFID technology.
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University research
played a major role in
the early development of the EDA
industry. Do you think that we will
see future advances coming from
academia, or have the problems
from increased design complexity
grown too large? Where do you see
promising work being done today?
Funding, design scale, and access to
the latest industry technologies to
enable cutting-edge research are a challenge for many universities. University
research is still important today, but less
critical for core EDA. Many of the recent
EDA advances have come directly from
the internal development efforts of
EDA companies rather than from academia. However, we do see academic
research as increasingly important for
future technology advancements in
areas such as next-generation lithography, new transistor channel material,
and new device structures.
Why are there fewer EDA advancements coming out of universities
today? Major sources of academic
research funding have diverted their
attention away from EDA and toward
more global challenges such as energy,

sustainability, and health, resulting in
fewer professors and students in the
field of EDA. Additionally, many top
engineering graduates are gravitating
to Google and other high-visibility
companies rather than EDA. With less
funding and focus on EDA, it is difficult
for academia to develop unique solutions on their own. Industry collaboration with academia is one way to fill the
gap, and we expect to see this trend
increase over time.

EDA|

Cadence, Mentor and
Synopsys, the three
largest EDA companies, were all
founded nearly 25 or more years
ago. What do you think has been
EDA’s biggest innovation in that
time?
Logic synthesis, the technology upon
which Synopsys was founded, was revolutionary. The transition from schematics
to language-based design enabled
design engineers to achieve a tremendous productivity gain and changed
IC design permanently for the better.
While this was perhaps EDA’s biggest
innovation, the history of EDA has been
characterized by many other significant
innovations:

1. Physical synthesis enabled synthesis to maintain accuracy as wires
became dominant.
2. Static timing analysis was fundamental to designing large blocks
without requiring exhaustive timing
patterns.
3. Formal verification enabled incremental optimization without exhaustive re-verification.
4. The advent of IP blocks from reliable vendors provided the industry’s
biggest productivity gain since logic
synthesis, allowing chip companies
to focus their valuable engineering
resources on differentiating their
solutions.
5. Faster simulation (either compiled,
multicore, emulation, or FPGAbased prototyping) has been necessary to keep pace with Moore’s Law.
6. Testbench languages led to new
verification methodologies such
as UVM and SystemVerilog, the
latter of which is the foundation of
modern design.
7. System C and Transaction-Level
Modeling (TLM) enabled virtual platforms, which have now gone mainstream. By enabling engineers to
start software development months
before hardware design is complete,
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virtual platforms are the industry’s
best shot at getting software schedules under control and realizing revenue sooner.
In the absence of any one of these
innovations, modern design couldn’t
be accomplished, and our customers
couldn’t complete a chip today.

“… the transition
from 2D to 3D ICs
is of an evolutionary
nature…”

EDA|

How does Synopsys
continue to foster

innovation?

Constant innovation in every facet of the
design flow is a pre-requisite to keeping
pace with Moore’s Law. Whether our
customers are designing mobile phones,
automobiles, engine controllers, or
medical devices, we must help them
accelerate innovation so they can meet
their aggressive time-to-market goals.
Innovation doesn’t happen in a vacuum.
In EDA, it’s all about collaborating with
our customers and ecosystem partners to help them solve their advanced
design challenges. It’s important to be in
early, to have the right partner(s), and to
put very smart, dedicated people from
different companies together to solve a
seemingly unsolvable problem. Do this
and you will get an innovative solution.
As an EDA provider, it’s our job to be in
the room so we can collaborate on coinvention and execution.
But that’s not enough. We have to hire
the best engineers in the industry and
give them room to innovate. It also
takes investing massive amounts in R&D
and integrating strategic Mergers and
Acquisitions (M&As) to ensure that our
customers have an EDA engineering
partner that both understands the
breadth of their challenges and has the

horsepower to impact them. Synopsys
spends more than 30 percent of our revenue on R&D – that’s a huge driver of
innovation. In addition, we continue to
use our strong cash position to engage
in acquisitions that can accelerate the
rate at which we address our customers’
problems and create solutions.
To truly foster innovation, however, all
of this effort must be done in as open a
fashion as possible so collaboration can
extend across the industry. A great thing
about EDA, more so than other industries, is that we have worked to maintain
openness and interoperability among
the tools in the flow. When taking this
approach, technology success becomes
dependent on pursuing the best idea,
with every company motivated to outinnovate the competition in order to
gain market share. The same level of
innovation doesn’t happen in a noninteroperable flow.
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We are hearing more
about 3D ICs in the last
few years. Do you think that true,
stacked die, 3D ICs will require a
change in design paradigm to create
growth for EDA, or will most of the
needs be fulfilled by existing 2D
design tools?
Over the past few years, we have carefully looked at the technology and market
landscape in close collaboration with our
partners. We have concluded that the
transition from 2D to 3D ICs is of an evolutionary nature; the vast majority of the
3D IC flow is identical to an advanced 2D
design flow, and only a limited number of
new capabilities and features are necessary to make EDA technology 3D-aware
and capable. These enhanced tools are
available now, and our partners are using
them on real designs.
In the short term, 3D ICs will both
complement transistor scaling to boost
integration and performance to unprecedented levels, as well as represent
a technically and economically viable
alternative to scaling, extending the
lifespan of established process technologies. Longer term, 3D technology
will be a cornerstone of emerging
innovative integration solutions, such

as opto-electromechanical systems,
and there are a great deal of opportunities for EDA to grow beyond the
traditional IC level. As an example, multiphysics simulation and virtual, hybrid,
and FPGA-based prototyping can play
a fundamental role in the realization of
highly heterogeneous systems, combining many flavors of ICs with MEMS
and silicon photonics.
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What is the biggest
challenge facing the
EDA industry today?
The EDA industry is healthy today
because it is doing a good job meeting
the challenges of modern design. To
stay that way, however, we will need
to continue to create innovations at an
ever more rapid pace. New technologies such as 20 nm planar design and
FinFETs introduce complexities that
must be understood and abstracted
away so designers can focus on what
they want their design to do.
Every EDA company is motivated by the
need to keep up with its customers and
not disappoint them. Our customers
are constantly inventing the next fundamental technology on the semiconductor roadmap, for example FinFETs.
It’s up to EDA to help them do it by
developing the fundamental software
technology that enables them to design
these advanced processes. They ask us
to “invent a way to do that,” and EDA
delivers. What if the semiconductor
companies keep Moore’s Law going and
we can’t? Then EDA will have let them
down. As an industry, we have never let
that happen and we never will.
A key challenge is having enough engineering bandwidth to solve the problems inherent in modern semiconductor
design. Any individual problem is solved
by the brilliant people who are working
on it. The risk is that we end up with too
many problems and not enough brilliant
people to solve all of them. This is a key
reason that Synopsys acquired Magma –
to bring on board hundreds of excellent
engineers to help deliver to the semiconductor roadmap.
Synopsys, Inc. | www.synopsys.com
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2012 Top Innovators in EDA:
Serial innovation, collaboration,
and patience
By Mike Demler, Editorial Director

Dr. John Sanguinetti
Forte Design Systems

Dr. Chi-Ping Hsu
Cadence
Design Systems

Dr. John Sanguinetti –
Forte Design Systems
Dr. John Sanguinetti is a serial entrepreneur as well as a serial innovator. As a
founder and Chief Technology Officer of
Forte Design Systems, which he began
with two other engineers as CynApps
in 1998, he has been a pioneer in the
development of higher level digital
synthesis. The company’s Cynthesizer
product generates Register-Transfer
Level (RTL) design descriptions directly
from a high-level SystemC input.

One of the first observations
I had when reviewing our 2012
Top Innovators in EDA was that
there are a number of individuals
who are “serial innovators,”
having contributed to several of
the most significant developments
in EDA over a period of many
years. While an innovation may
most often be thought of as a new
idea, I hope you will agree that
the true measure of an innovation
is the impact it has on changing
how things are done. That takes
time, and innovators who have
done that more than once stood
out in the group of nominees.

Robert Todd
Laurence Grodd
Kobi Kresh
Mentor Graphics’ Calibre Development Team

Prior to Forte, in 1991, Dr. Sanguinetti
was the founder of Chronologic
Simulation, which revolutionized logic
simulation with the development of
the first compiled code simulator. The
Verilog Compiler Simulator, perhaps
better known as VCS, is now a foundational piece of Synopsys’ digital design
flow. In 1994, Chronologic was acquired
by ViewLogic, which was later acquired
by Synopsys. In 2011, Dr. Sanguinetti
was elected as a 2011 ACM Fellow for
his contributions to hardware simulation.

Looking at the needs for further innovation
in High-Level Synthesis (HLS), Sanguinetti
says “it is clear that design has to be done
at a higher level of abstraction.” The only
alternative is using more predesigned IP
blocks. The downside of that, he says, is
that you can’t introduce new functionality. He continued that adoption of HLS
is increasing, but more slowly than the
industry needs due to the learning curve
for such a paradigm shift. To remedy that
curve he sees a need for better educational materials and methods.
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Most EDA companies have a goal of
being acquired by one of the larger
EDA companies, usually by the time they
achieve ten years or so in business. Since
Forte is approaching fifteen years since
startup, I asked Dr. Sanguinetti how his
company has been able to continue
operating independently for so long
while remaining a pioneer in the field.
Dr. Sanguinetti says that initially his
expectation was for an exit, either by
being acquired or through merger with
smaller companies in the space to create
a new EDA player. He said that though
Forte has done two acquisitions and a
merger, the company has not reached
the scale he originally had in mind, but
due to the patience of investors and
the commitment of early customers, he
believes that Forte has benefitted by
maintaining focus on a single product.
Dr. Chi-Ping Hsu –
Cadence Design Systems
Dr. Chi-Ping Hsu is currently the
Senior Vice President of Research and
Development for the Silicon Realization
Group at Cadence Design Systems.
Silicon Realization has been referred to
as “EDA Classic,” as it includes all of the
well-established tools for design, verification, and implementation, and Dr. Hsu
has been instrumental in constructing that
segment of Cadence’s drive toward endto-end deterministic flows. In their nomination, Cadence noted that Dr. Hsu has
“helped grow the company’s logic synthesis segment tenfold,” and he is also the
founder of the industry’s first coalition for
standardization of advanced low-power
design, the Power Forward Initiative.
Dr. Hsu’s EDA career began in logic
emulation at PiE Design Systems, and
eventually landed Dr. Hsu at Avant!,
where he was responsible for product
and technology development for physical synthesis tools that later became
key components of Synopsys’ portfolio. In 2001, Dr. Hsu joined startup
Get2Chip, eventually assuming the
roles of President and COO. Get2Chip
developed further innovations in logic
synthesis, and was acquired by Cadence
in 2003. His leadership in digital

implementation has contributed greatly
to the success of EDA’s two largest companies, and as he has been involved in
developing some of the major foundational innovations of the industry, I asked
him for his perspective on innovations
that will be required at 20 nm and below.
Dr. Hsu reflected back on the beginnings
of his career, which roughly coincided
with the beginnings of the EDA industry.
He said that while the industry has been
able to improve design productivity 30
to 50 times over the last 20 years, that is
still insufficient to close a “design gap”
that is constantly being moved forward
by Moore’s Law. The challenges in the
next three to five years are generally well
known, he said, but the difficulty is how
to find solutions.
To develop such innovations requires
leveraging a base of established technology, the core of the “solved problems” in EDA. Hsu asserts that startup
entrepreneurs and established EDA
leaders must collaborate in a symbiotic
relationship that drives innovation. He
describes a typical innovation timeline
as requiring three years to build a prototype, followed by two more years to
take the prototype to production readiness, and an additional two years to
educate the market on the new innovation, totaling a minimum of seven years
of development for the most successful
innovations. Dr. Hsu said that as one
of the largest EDA suppliers, Cadence
Design Systems has a responsibility to
nurture the advancement of technology
by working with innovative entrepreneurs to provide a base of technology
that they can work from. He points to
open standards for interoperability,
such as OpenAccess, as being critical to
the development of future innovations.
The Calibre development team –
Mentor Graphics
The Calibre suite of tools has been the
market leader for many years in the
Design For Manufacturing (DFM) and
physical verification segment of the EDA
industry. Behind those tools is Mentor
Graphics’ core Calibre development
team composed of Chief Technologists

Laurence Grodd and Kobi Kresh and
Chief Scientist Robert Todd.
Though we had originally expected
nominations for individuals, it makes
complete sense to acknowledge a
team effort, as few, if any, EDA tools
are developed by one individual. In
their nomination, Mentor attributed the
initial 20 to 30 percent speedup over
competitor’s tools in Calibre to an innovation that allowed checking operations
to be performed in parallel. This was
followed by the introduction of hierarchical processing in 1996, which Mentor
says achieved a five to ten times speed
improvement. Mentor also cited a long
series of innovations since then, culminating in a total of 48 patents that have
been granted to the Calibre core team.
Rather than reiterate each of those innovations, I asked Calibre team member
Laurence Grodd what he sees as the biggest challenges at 20 nm and below. He
listed the huge data volume, with billions
of fill shapes that are now mainstream
in Design Rule Checking (DRC). He said
that 100-plus CPU configurations are now
considered normal, and the thread-management tasks are extremely difficult.
Robert Todd commented on the team
aspect of Calibre innovations, saying that
(like most engineers), the individuals are
all highly motivated and opinionated. He
said that “provides a lot of fertile soil for
both new ideas and conflict or chaos. I
don’t think you can have one without the
other.” The message is that the team is
able to resolve inevitable conflicts that
occur, without letting them detract from
the ongoing stream of innovation.
Progressing the state of the art
Selecting just three “Top EDA Innovators”
was very difficult. That’s very good news
for EDA, since we found innovators
across the entire breadth of the industry.
You can find a complete list of nominees and more information about them
at edadigest.com. We congratulate all
of our nominees on their achievements,
and look forward to continuing to follow
developments that advance the state of
the art in electronics design.
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www.agnisys.com
Key Benefits of Agnisys tools

•
•
•
Time to market and quality are the biggest challenges facing the
semiconductor industry today. Agnisys tools help users instantly
improve their front-end design and verification processes.
With IDesignSpec, SoC /IP teams can not only create consistent, high-quality hardware specifications, but also quickly and
efficiently generate code. Outputs can include RTL, UVM, and
C header files. The tool is available for MS Word, MS Excel, OO,
and Batch running on Windows and Linux. IDesignSpec’s versatility has made it a preferred tool for the Defense Industry and companies where quality and high efficiency is of utmost importance.

•
•
•

Yield high return on investment as soon as they are deployed
Most tools are available as plugins or are Web based, helping ease of use and minimal learning time
IDesignSpec allows automatic generation of all software
addressable registers in the design and verification of them
ISequenceSpec and IDesignSpec give users a jumpstart for
device driver, firmware, and application software development
Automatically create documentation, which can be consumed by both internal and external customers
Significantly improve engineer productivity and
Quality of Results
info@agnisys.com | (978) 746-5185

ISequenceSpec enables users to capture specification for complex device configuration. It generates derived files for verification, firmware, and application software. ISequenceSpec is used
to create sequences for UVM and device drivers and configurations for lab debug.
IVerifySpec is a solution for verification planning and audits. It
helps teams analyze regression results and coverage data such
that verification holes and weak spots can be identified.

www.aldec.com

R

THE DESIGN VERIFICATION COMPANY

Aldec, Inc. recently introduced HES-7, a scalable ASIC prototype
system that, together with Xilinx’s industry leading Virtex-7 2000T
devices, delivers flexibility, reduces design implementation effort,
and lowers the cost associated with ASIC prototyping.
Today’s SoC/ASIC prototype teams use off-the-shelf prototype boards
that utilize large numbers of low-density FPGAs. This makes implementing the SoC/ASIC design a painful process that requires more
time-consuming design partitioning and added tool expense. HES-7
takes advantage of the Xilinx Virtex-7 2000T 3D IC, which enables
design capacity up to 24 million ASIC gates on a single HES-7 board.
The HES-7 prototype solution utilizes a non-proprietary, high-speed
backplane connector that enables easy expansion of custom daughter boards or can enable up to four (4) HES-7 boards to interconnect
– which provides design capacity up to 96 million ASIC gates. For
Technical Specifications and additional information about the HES-7
prototype system, visit www.aldec.com/products/HES-7.

As an industry leader in Electronic Design Verification, Aldec continues to offer patented technology that delivers robust solutions
that improve productivity while supporting the latest standards –
allowing our customers to grow while leveraging evolving technologies. Aldec solutions support RTL Design, RTL Simulators,
Hardware-Assisted Verification, Design Rule Checking, IP Cores,
DO-254 Functional Verification, and Prototyping.
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Founded in 2008 as a spinoff of AMIQ Consulting, a provider of verification consulting services, AMIQ EDA focuses on providing hardware design and verification engineers with platform-independent
software tools that help increase the speed and quality of code
development, simplify maintenance, improve testbench reliability,
and implement best coding practices.   

Since the launch of its beta version in 2006, the DVT IDE has
enabled engineers to address those three main challenges, as well
as comment and format code consistently, better document their
projects, and comply with verification methodologies such as UVM
and OVM. The tool has been enthusiastically adopted worldwide
by both design and verification engineers who want to overcome
the limitations of plain text editors and maximize their productivity.
At the beginning of this year, AMIQ EDA launched the
Verissimo SystemVerilog Testbench Linter. The tool performs static
code analysis and flags suspicious language usage and methodology violations. To learn more, visit www.amiq.com.

AMIQ EDA has pioneered the Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) in hardware design and verification. Its solution,
Design and Verification Tools (DVT), is the first IDE for the e language, SystemVerilog, and VHDL. The idea of developing an IDE
was brought to life by the company’s founders’ own need for
a tool that would help them overcome three main challenges
encountered while working as verification consultants: develop
new code faster to meet shrinking deadlines, understand and
work effectively with complex legacy code that is not properly documented, and get novice engineers up to speed quickly.

www.arm.com

Most Promising Technologies – ARM POP IP
As the industry moves to 28 nm and beyond, the range of transistor device choices available offer a vast amount of flexibility to
designers. Complex IP technology such as processors and GPUs
no longer have a single Power, Performance and Area (PPA) target
for a specific process node. Leveraging its development of both
processors and physical IP, ARM has created a new optimized IP
implementation solution that enables designers to explore their
available options and determine the right PPA for their design.
POP IP, core-hardening acceleration technology, is comprised of
three critical elements necessary to achieve an optimized ARM
processor implementation. First, it contains Artisan physical IP
specifically tuned for a given ARM processor and foundry technology. Second, it includes a comprehensive benchmarking report
to document the exact conditions and results ARM achieved for
the processor implementation across an envelope of configuration
and design targets.

Finally, it includes the detailed implementation knowledge including floor plans, scripts, design utilities and a POP implementation
guide, which enables the end customer to achieve similar results
quickly and with lower risk. ARM’s recently announced POP IP
solution for Mali-T600 GPUs have been proven to produce implementations with 27 percent higher frequency, 24 percent lower
area, and 19 percent lower power. ARM also works closely with
EDA partners to ensure their tool solutions and flows are optimized
to drive greater power and performance gains in the shortest time
to market and that optimal results are being achieved with ARM
customers’ choice of EDA tools and flows.
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www.cadence.com
support mixed-signal design. The Cadence Incisive flow provides
metric-driven digital verification, including simulation and formal
verification, and links tightly to analog verification with Virtuoso.

Two major trends are driving electronic design today – everincreasing silicon capacity and escalating system complexity. Advanced semiconductor process nodes such as 20 nm and
14 nm will allow designers to place billions of transistors on a
chip – but they also bring challenges such as double patterning,
layout-dependent effects, and new transistor types like FinFETs.
Meanwhile, more and more IC designs combine analog and digital
circuitry, making mixed-signal design and verification a necessity.
Finally, since the real differentiation in many electronic products
comes from software “apps,” software must be developed early
along with system hardware.
While there are point tools that address one or another of these
challenges, Cadence tackles all of them with end-to-end EDA solutions aimed at silicon, SoCs, and systems. In the Silicon Realization
area, the Cadence Virtuoso custom/analog flow provides design
and verification at the transistor level. The Cadence Encounter digital flow provides RTL synthesis, physical implementation, extraction, and analysis, with advanced node and 3D IC support. Virtuoso
and Encounter products can work together in a unified database to

In SoC Realization, Cadence offers semiconductor IP for memories
and high-speed protocols. Cadence also offers the industry’s most
comprehensive Verification IP (VIP) catalog.
In System Realization, Cadence provides the System Development
Suite, which allows early software/hardware co-development and
verification. Cadence also provides the C-to-Silicon high-level synthesis tool. Finally, the Cadence Allegro flow provides tools for PCB
design analysis and packaging, and supports IC/package co-design.

Applications are driving new system requirements, which in turn drive new
demands at the SoC and silicon levels of design. The EDA industry needs constant innovation at all levels so customers can create new app-driven devices.

www.e-systemdesign.com

Consumer markets continue to drive higher integration levels. Today’s
products no longer follow Moore’s Law; they are driven by “More
than Moore,” where other solutions besides silicon scaling open up
new integration possibilities. One example, 2.5 and 3D packaging,
creates new challenges not addressed with current generation
EDA tools. Support of these revolutionary technologies requires new
revolutionary EDA solutions. This is where E-System Design, Inc. is
focusing: signal and power integrity methodologies and solutions
that address future integration challenges.
Sphinx 3D Path Finder (“3DPF”) is a 3D full-wave simulator for
vertical interconnects that captures the coupling effects in large
interconnect arrays. Sphinx 3DPF allows users to quickly evaluate
different scenarios and choose the optimum process and physical
layout long before costly implementation begins. To complement
our 3D product, we have a SI/PI co-simulator, Sphinx for Signoff,
and a DC solver, Sphinx DC. These products focus on SI/PI signoff
rather than path finding. All our products are based on algorithms
tuned for accuracy and fast analysis on complex designs.

For more information on E-System Design, Inc., visit our website at
www.e-systemdesign.com.
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use IP Central to identify IP bugs, trace bug dependencies, and
get instant notification of bugs and fixes across all IP versions
and designs. IP can be imported or linked from commercial, open
source, and internal design management systems, then searched
for by configurable, dynamic specifications.

Designers spend a quarter of their time on design managementrelated issues. Design teams are moving away from building
monolithic ICs, and instead are reusing dynamically changing
IP. IC Manage’s design and IP management solutions provide
real-time designer and team collaboration savings that scale with
the number of engineers, plus tape-out confidence in the face of
aggressive foundry schedules.

IC Manage Views storage acceleration software is a versionaware, virtual file system that delivers dramatically reduced
disk space usage and Zero-Time Sync to local and remote sites.
IC Manage Views also accelerates EDA tools by utilizing local
storage for reads and network storage for writes; designers
get reads at near-instant local speeds, avoiding network storage
bottlenecks.

IC Manage GDP is a scalable, high-performance design management system for SoC, IC, and FPGA development teams, providing
efficient multi-site collaboration across designs and global teams.
Design teams use GDP to find, modify, release, and track usage of
design data through tapeout, and to manage bug dependencies
and selectively propagate fixes across all designs.
IC Manage IP Central maximizes a company’s IP reuse, providing close collaboration between project managers, IP owners,
chip designers, and verification teams, enabling them to rapidly
publish and integrate their IP in existing flows. Design teams can

www.jasper-da.com

The adoption of formal verification technologies is increasing
as designs become more complex. Jasper Design Automation’s
unique and powerful formal technologies break through to go
beyond typical formal solutions to address a wide range of applications. With Jasper’s solutions, the benefits of formal technology can now be reaped throughout all design and verification
stages including:
›› Stand-alone verification of architectural protocols
›› Designer sandbox testing for RTL development
›› End-to-end data packet integrity
›› SoC connectivity and integration verification
›› Root-cause isolation and full proofs during post-silicon debug
›› Property Synthesis and coverage closure

Jasper’s formal verification is a valuable addition to traditional
verification methods. For example, applying Jasper’s formal techniques early in the design cycle to exhaustively verify block-level
design functionality can produce higher quality RTL delivered to
unit- and system-level verification. Jasper’s unique formal technologies and flows enable designers and verification engineers
to augment existing flows. Using Jasper formal technology, effort
applied to one application can be leveraged in others. When
applied intelligently, Jasper formal technologies can enhance traditional design and verification flows to help reduce the risks associated with increasing SoC complexity. Jasper customers include
worldwide leaders in the wireless, consumer, computing, and
networking electronics industries. Jasper technology has been an
essential part of 150-plus successful chip deployments. To learn
more about Jasper, visit us at www.jasper-da.com.

Upgrade Your Verification
with Jasper
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www.proplussolutions.com

Process variations are becoming one of the biggest challenges
at advanced process nodes, as they impact the chip yield significantly. The variation effects must be physically understood and
accurately modeled up front in SPICE models. To reduce risks for
low-yield manufacturing and design re-spins or even re-design,
accurate yield prediction and realistic design optimization between
performance and yield are urgently needed. Unfortunately, the process information given by the foundry models is usually either too
conservative or too optimistic, and the foundry models may also
be used inappropriately or incorrectly. Therefore, the PVT analysis
with selective corners and Monte Carlo analysis approaches often
employed by designers may give limited information, thus low confidence on the yield prediction and design optimization. As a result,
the overall design efforts may lead to loose conclusions and the
information and value given to designers are, in fact, limited.

reliable statistical simulation engine, and hardware-validated sampling technologies. Lack of any of these components can easily lead
to a loss in accuracy and degradation in simulation performance.
Products include: BSIMProPlus, the industry’s leading device modeling technology platform; NanoSpice, a parallel SPICE simulator
with full-chip capacity and SPICE accuracy; and NanoYield, a DFY
platform to meet performance and yield optimization challenges of
advanced memory, analog, and digital circuit designs.

ProPlus Design Solutions delivers unique Design for Yield (DFY)
solutions that enhance the link between design and manufacturing and integrate all three key components for handling process
variations for circuit designs – accurate SPICE models, a fast and

www.pulsic.com
The Pulsic Planning Solution enables designers to place hundreds
of blocks and to evaluate several floorplans and extract parasitics
in less time than using traditional methods.

Developing and maintaining an automated flow for hierarchical
chip planning is one of the biggest challenges facing IC designers. There are digital floorplanning tools available for floorplanning ASICs, but for designers working on ICs with a significant
custom or mixed-signal content, there is an absence of tools
that provide comprehensive, automated chip planning capability that is incremental, re-entrant, and delivers significant
improvements in productivity. Many design managers still use
manual efforts to floorplan new designs, often using a previous
design as the starting point for the next floorplan. Unfortunately,
this restricts their ability to consider new packages or evaluate
alternate, potentially more efficient floorplans.

In addition, the components of the Pulsic Planning Solution combine to provide designers with all of the tools needed to plan and
implement long nets, top level power nets, and inter-block routing
in a short time cycle, before partitioning designs to pass to layout
for block implementation using Pulsic’s place and route tools for
custom digital, analog, and mixed-signal design.
For further information or to schedule a demonstration visit
www.pulsic.com.

Pulsic, the leader in Precision Design Automation for custom IC
design, has developed the Pulsic Planning Solution, empowering
designers with the ability to start implementing black box floorplans well before schematics are completed, and to generate
parasitics from those same floorplans.
Pulsic’s Unity Chip Planner with guided flows
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First-silicon success rates continue downward, with much of this
trend attributable to functional errors. The 2010 Wilson Research
Group Functional Verification Study showed that the average project team spends 55 percent of its time on verification. It also showed
that 50 percent of a designer’s effort was spent on verification: testing the implementation, functional testing of IP blocks and SoC integration, or debugging issues found by the verification team.

Without knowing the intent, the verification task is impossible,
debug is slower, and functional errors go undetected. With the
intent captured, the task is manageable and, more importantly,
measurable and trackable. Solid Oak Technologies develops ABV
tools with the main focus of capturing the designer’s intent and
presenting it in the form of a robust ABV model with full functional
coverage metrics. The automatically generated ABV model is
available for all the phases of verification (simulation, formal verification, and emulation), and is generated along with the RTL model
early in the development phase.

Designers make mistakes. They don’t always interpret or implement a specification correctly. Verification engineers are tasked
with finding and eliminating those mistakes thoroughly and quickly.
The verification industry has all types of tools and methodologies
to generate stimulus, but without coverage metrics, verification
engineers are flying blind. To improve first success rates, two
steps are needed:
›› Designers must create a robust ABV model that captures

their design intent according to the specification
›› Verifiers must have an infrastructure to efficiently and completely target the ABV model

www.synopsys.com
ever, success is dependent on collaboration at every step.

Design complexity remains the number 1 problem facing engineers.
Lithography is a hurdle for those rushing to 20 nm and beyond,
while 2.5 and 3D IC integration may challenge those striving to
differentiate themselves above and beyond the pure technology
node. All applications demand ever-increasing power efficiency,
and the recent convergence between design steps requires the
re-architecting of design tools, flows, and methodologies.
The massive amount of software development needed across
many domains is fundamentally changing the semiconductor industry. Instead of making software to support new hardware, we are
increasingly shifting to making new hardware to support the software. The implications extend from analog to digital interactions,
and from system to silicon design and verification challenges.
As the electronic content in everyday devices continues to skyrocket, talented designers are forever pushing the boundaries of
what is possible. Exponentials are driving the need to raise the
level of abstraction and model everything, which requires greater
collaboration in an increasingly complex ecosystem. More than

Today’s designers face tremendous pressure to develop differentiated products more quickly and cost effectively than ever before.
In order to prosper, companies must accelerate their innovation,
and they expect the same from their EDA and IP partners.
Synopsys accelerates innovation in the global electronics market. As a leader in EDA and semiconductor IP, its software, IP, and
services help engineers address their design, verification, system,
and manufacturing challenges. Since 1986, engineers around the
world have been using Synopsys technology to design and create
billions of chips and systems.
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Analog productivity is one of the biggest challenges within the
industry today. Increasing demand for shorter product lead times
coupled with the challenges of more complex design considerations (due to heightened requirements for greater functionality,
power efficiency, and smaller footprint) has created a resounding
urgency for productivity. Improvements to tools and methods for
analog and mixed-signal (A/MS) design flows have not kept up
with market demands, nor have they kept pace with those of their
digital design counterparts.

automatically creates several classes of common structures
such as differential pairs, current mirrors, and MOSFET arrays
that are correct-by-construction.
Tanner EDA has been focused on enabling innovation for nearly
25 years, and has over 5,000 customers in 67 countries. John Tanner
created L-Edit – the company’s hallmark layout editor – in response
to a challenge he faced in 1987: the lack of a robust circuit layout
tool that would help him realize a product vision. This spirit of overcoming challenges and a commitment to innovation continue to fuel
development of their full-flow design suite for analog, mixed-signal,
and MEMS.
To learn more, visit www.tannereda.com.

Tanner EDA has recently added these tools to their A/MS design
suite to help alleviate this bottleneck:
›› For front-end design productivity, Tanner EDA announced

HiPer Simulation T-AFS. This package integrates BDA’s Analog
FastSPICE tool into a cohesive schematic capture, simulation,
and waveform probing environment to deliver the industry’s
fastest, most accurate circuit functionality verification.
›› For back-end layout productivity, Tanner EDA offers a
high-performance device generator, HiPer DevGen. The tool

www.zuken.com
phase. Too often, issues are detected well into the design process,
and communicating changes causes product delivery delays.

There are two big engineering challenges that stand out today.
First, increased product complexity requires more features and
faster performance to meet customer demands, coupled with the
pressure to reduce development time. Existing software tools and
workflows often lack an integrated environment, creating a barrier for engineering. System Architects manually communicate
requirements from product planning to engineering design, forcing design teams to redraw block diagrams and circuits, losing the
opportunity to reuse known good circuits.
Second, during product design, electrical engineers collaborate with their mechanical engineering counterparts, using unintelligent files
containing limited information with no control
over change management. This creates errorprone information exchange that leads to costly
iterations. Engineers find it difficult to drive their
intent early in the design flow and trace and
validate their requirements during the design

Zuken helps engineers overcome these challenges with CR-8000,
the industry’s first true system-level, integrated concept-to-manufacturing solution. Using CR-8000, engineering teams intelligently
collaborate from product planning through detailed design, driving and verifying engineering intent across the design flow. The
integrated, constraint-driven, multi-board environment ensures
products are designed to electrical, physical, and manufacturing
specifications, while logical and physical circuit reuse is available
throughout the design process. CR-8000 provides native 2D and 3D
electrical design and direct integration to best-in-class 3D MCAD
tools for simulation and analysis, helping engineers reduce design
iterations, improve collaboration during product design, and
achieve “right the first time” designs.

ESL: FPGA prototyping
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HES-7 ASIC Prototyping
Scalable, Flexible Prototyping Solution
HES-7™ provides SoC/ASIC hardware verification and software
validation teams with a scalable and high quality FPGA-based ASIC
prototyping solution backed with an industry leading 1-year limited
warranty. Each HES-7 board with dual Xilinx® Virtex®-7 2000T has
4 million FPGA logic cells or up to 24 million ASIC gates of capacity,
not including the DSP and memory resources.
Architected to allow for easy implementation and expansion using
only one or two large FPGAs rather than multiple low density FPGAs,
HES-7 does not require as much labor-intensive partitioning or tool
expense. Using a non-proprietary HES-7 backplane connector,
HES-7 can easily expand prototype capacity up to 96 million ASIC
gates and can include the expansion of daughter boards.

Aldec, Inc. | 702-990-4400

FEATURES
› Scalable Capacity From 4-96 million ASIC Gates
› Easy To Use with Reduced Design Partitioning
› Expandable via Non-Proprietary Connector
› Superior Quality Backed by Industry Leading 1-Year Warranty
› Lowers Cost of Overall ASIC Prototype Process

Contact: sales@aldec.com
Twitter: @AldecInc on Twitter

Digital Logic Design: RTL analysis and optimization
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www.atrenta.com

SpyGlass RTL Analysis Platform
Using many advanced algorithms and analysis techniques,
SpyGlass provides designers with insight about their design, early
in the process at RTL. It functions like an interactive guidance
system for design engineers and managers, finding the fastest and
least expensive path to implementation for complex SoCs.
SpyGlass provides detailed information about many aspects of the
design, including syntactic correctness, power consumption, testability, constraints definition, clock synchronization and routability.
SpyGlass delivers this broad insight by utilizing many advanced
analysis techniques.

SpyGlass from Atrenta: Insight. Efficiency. Confidence.

Atrenta Inc. | 408-453-3333

FEATURES
› Heterogeneous IP import and quality validation
› Efficient chip assembly with a view to manufacturability
› Detection of structural, coding and consistency problems at the

earliest point in the process

› Accurate timing and power estimation and advanced power

reduction

› Comprehensive analysis of the performance of key design elements

such as clocks, resets and Clock Domain Crossing (CDC) circuits
› Formal analysis of design element correctness such as bus
contention, dead code and other critical functional issues

Contact: moreinfo@atrenta.com
Twitter: twitter.com/atrenta
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Digital Logic Design: RTL analysis and optimization
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www.calypto.com

Calypto Design Systems leads the industry in technologies
for ESL hardware design and RTL power optimization. These
technologies empower designers to create high-quality and
low-power electronic systems for today’s most innovative
electronic products.

Industry Leader in Technologies for ESL Hardware Design and
RTL Power Optimization

Calypto’s best-in-class technologies focus on high-level
synthesis, RTL power optimization and functional verification.

Catapult:

Catapult lets designers use industry standard ANSI C++ or
SystemC to describe functional intent at the ESL level. From
these high-level descriptions, Catapult automatically generates
production quality RTL to dramatically shorten both design and
verification in today’s hardware design flows.

› Catapult SL – System Level Hierarchy Synthesis
› Catapult LP – C-to-RTL Low Power HLS

PowerPro:
› PowerPro CG – Automatic + Manually Assisted Clock Gating
› PowerPro MG – Memory Power Reduction Through Memory + Light

Sleep Gating
› PowerPro PA – RTL Power Analysis + Sequential Optimization
Visualization

SLEC:
› SLEC RTL – Popular Application: Verification of RTL Power and

Timing Optimizations for ARM Cores
› SLEC Pro – Popular Application: Verification of RTL Power and Timing
Optimizations for ARM Cores
› SLEC HLS – Popular Applications: HLS Sign-off Checking for Catapult,
Cadence C-to-S and Forte Cynthesizer

Calypto Design Systems | 408-850-2300

PowerPro is an automated RTL power optimization and
analysis product that identifies and inserts sequential clock
gating and memory enable logic into synthesizable Verilog and
VHDL designs. PowerPro has proven to reduce power by up to
60% in RTL designs.
SLEC is a sequential equivalence checker that handles differences in design state, timing and levels of abstraction. SLEC
enables ESL hardware design by using formal methods to comprehensively prove equivalence between RTL implementations
and system-level models.
Contact: info@calypto.com
Twitter: @calyptodesign • LinkedIn: http://goo.gl/4CVz1
Facebook: http://goo.gl/1EZ47

Digital Logic Design: RTL analysis and optimization
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Meridian CDC – Clock Domain Crossing Sign-off Veriﬁcation
Meridian CDC is the fastest, highest capacity and most precise
CDC solution. It performs comprehensive structural and functional analysis to ensure that signals crossing asynchronous clock
domains on ICs are received reliably. It is the only solution that
enables all aspects of CDC sign-off.
RTL and Netlist Support: Logic synthesis performs structural and
timing optimizations, which could potentially introduce glitches
in the netlist. For complete confidence and sign-off, CDC verification must be done at both RTL and gate-level netlist. In addition to
complete RTL support, Meridian CDC also offers many checks for
gate-level netlist to enable complete CDC sign-off from RTL to gate.
It is the only integrated CDC solution in the industry that combines
automatic clock intent analysis and metastability-aware formal
analysis. Smart Reporting categorizes findings to keep users focused
on important issues, and helps users pinpoint problems quickly.

Real Intent | www.realintent.com
Accelerating Advanced Sign-off

FEATURES
› Highest capacity to verify 100+M gate SoC designs
› Fastest performance for quick verification turnaround
› Most precise CDC reporting using crossing-based analysis
› Easiest-to-use CDC solution in the industry, template free
› Multiple technologies for complete CDC sign-off RTL to netlist
› Automatic capture from designs or SDC constraints
› Comprehensive clock intent inference and analysis catches clock

and reset issues, hazard/glitch potentials, reconvergence and loss
of correlation
› Metastability-aware formal analysis verifies control and data
stability for all data transfer protocols, gray code requirements
› Flexible top-down and bottom-up hierarchical analysis to
accommodate different design methodologies
› Supports Verilog, VHDL and SV with SVA constraints
Contact: info@realintent.com
twitter.com/realintent
www.linkedin.com/company/real-intent

Digital Veriﬁcation: Functional veriﬁcation
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Riviera-PRO™ Advanced Veriﬁcation Platform
Advanced Veriﬁcation: Includes advanced verification toolset for
functional verification of complex FPGA and ASIC designs. Supports latest version of UVM and enables building up layered, coverage driven, transaction-level verification environments that can be
reused across different designs and different platforms.

FEATURES
› Advanced Verification Platform (UVM/OVM, VMM)
› Different Levels of Abstraction (ESL/TLM, RTL, Gate Level)
› High-Performance Simulator for Mixed Language Designs

High-Performance Simulator: Incorporates industry-leading simulation optimization algorithms to achieve the highest performance
in mixed-language simulation at various levels of abstraction
(transaction, register transfer, and gate level).

› IEEE VHDL, Verilog®, SystemVerilog, SystemC/C/C++

Integrated Debugging Environment: Supports all standard languages and provides intuitive ways to visualize and analyze key
objects in your design: code tracing, waveform, dataflow, coverage,
and memory visualization capabilities.

› DSP Co-Simulation with MATLAB® and Simulink®

Aldec, Inc. | 702-990-4400

› Transaction-Level Debugging Environment
› Assertion-Based Verification (SVA, PSL, and OVA)
› Code and Functional Coverage
› Linux and Windows® 7/Vista/XP/2003 32/64-Bit Support

Contact: sales@aldec.com
Twitter: @AldecInc on Twitter

Digital Veriﬁcation: Testbench creation
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www.amiq.com

Verissimo SystemVerilog Testbench Linter
The Verissimo SystemVerilog Testbench Linter is a static code
analysis tool that allows engineers to accurately identify
improper SystemVerilog language, semantics, and styling usage,
as well as verification methodology violations.

FEATURES
› Comprehensive library of generic SystemVerilog and UVM/OVM

checks

Verissimo can be customized to check specific coding guidelines
to meet the demands of small teams up to larger verification
groups or global companies. The tool enables engineers to improve
testbench code reliability and maintainability and implement best
coding practices.
AMIQ’s Linter runs both in batch and GUI modes. It includes a
report generator that can be used to save the results of a linting
session as a text or HTML file.

AMIQ EDA | 408-688-4747

› Customizable rule sets
› API for creating new rules or customizing existing ones
› Exhaustive waving mechanisms to disable or change the severity

of a check

› HTML/text report generator
› Seamless integration with the DVT Eclipse IDE

Contact: sales@amiq.com
Twitter: @amiq_eda
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Digital Veriﬁcation: Power analysis
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www.apache-da.com

Advanced Low-Power Design and Analysis
Technology advancements such as sub-20nm process node manufacturing and 3D/stacked-die architecture enable lower power,
higher performance, more reliable, and cost-effective electronic
products. Apache Design provides advanced chip-level power analysis, optimization, and sign-off solutions that allow an end-to-end
low-power methodology from prototyping to sign-off. Apache’s integrated products and methodologies address chip-package-system
power and noise challenges and help deliver more power-efficient,
high-performance, and noise-immune chips for a broad range of
endmarkets and applications.
Apache’s End-to-End Low-Power Solution
(PowerArtist™, RedHawk™, Totem™, Sentinel™)
At the RTL-level, PowerArtist’s advanced analysis and automatic
reduction delivers maximum power savings for complex SoCs and
IP. Its RTL Power Model (RPM) and PowerArtist Calibrator and
Estimator (PACE) technologies enable early Power Delivery Network
(PDN) planning, greater coverage for power sign-off, and consistent
power accuracy throughout the design flow.

FEATURES
› Predictable single-pass power savings with production-proven

RTL power analysis.

› Early power grid and package prototyping before chip layout is

available.

› Quickly identify few worst-case power cycles from millions of

RTL vectors for greater power sign-off coverage.

› Full-chip power analysis and optimization solution for accuracy,

RedHawk, the industry-standard full-chip dynamic power integrity
platform, accurately analyzes the effects of simultaneous switching noise and integrates transistor-level modeling, on-die power
grid inductance extraction, and package and system parasitics for
accurate analysis of low-power, high-performance SoCs. It delivers
20nm sign-off accuracy, multi-core billion+ gate capacity, and the
ability to simulate multi-die/3D-IC designs.
For analog and mixed-signal designs, Totem offers full-chip layoutbased power and noise analysis from early design stage to sign-off
validation. It addresses the challenges associated with global noise
couplings of PDN, substrate network, and package/PCB parasitics.
Totem supports validation and sign-off of advanced process technology EM limits for power and signal nets.
Addressing system-level power and signal integrity, I/O-SSO,
thermal and EMI challenges, the Sentinel platform provides an endto-end chip-package-system convergence solution. At its core is
the Chip Power Model (CPM™), a compact SPICE-compatible model
of the full-chip PDN. It enables designers to optimize package
designs early in the process for cost-effective products.

Apache Design, Inc. | 408-457-2000
(subsidiary of ANSYS)

capacity and usability in advanced low-power and 3D/stacked-die
designs.

› Advanced VectorLess and VCD analysis with enhanced logic

handling for RTL-to-Gates methodology.

› Integrated root cause identification technology for reduced

debug cycle.

› Optimized custom macro models for use in hierarchical full-chip

and system-level simulation.

› Innovative reliability verification technologies provide sub-20nm

analysis for EM and ESD.

› Comprehensive chip-package-system modeling, co-analysis and

optimization for PI, SI, thermal and EMI.

› Integrated chip-package-system solutions reduce cost and

accelerate product delivery.

Contact: apache_sales@ansys.com

DFM: DFY
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BSIMProPlus™ • NanoSpice™ • NanoYield™
Advanced SPICE Modeling Platform – BSIMProPlus™
BSIMProPlus™ is the industry’s leading SPICE modeling platform
adopted by most semiconductor companies as the de facto golden
SPICE model extraction and validation for over 10 years.
BSIMProPlus™ provides the most complete modeling flows for
modeling engineers and supports all device types, all public-domain
models and different model types, including DC, AC, RF, Noise,
Reliability, Statistical, Stress, etc. It also provides complete device
evaluation, model validation and customization functions for CAD
and design engineers.
Full-Chip Parallel SPICE Simulator – NanoSpice™
NanoSpice™ is a new generation, full-chip parallel SPICE simulator
that can significantly improve circuit simulation performance at full
SPICE accuracy. With one single engine that can handle scalable
circuits size up to over tens of millions of elements for generic circuit

ProPlus Design Solutions, Inc. | 1-877-386-9839

types and over 100 million elements for memory circuits, at
SPICE accuracy, it supports industry standard inputs/outputs
and provides an easy, fast and reliable way for circuit simulation and verification.
Integrated Design-for-Yield Software – NanoYield™
NanoYield™ is innovative design-for-yield software for yield
analysis and design optimization. It is the industry’s only
solution that integrates device modeling, parallel SPICE simulation and statistical analysis, and provides fast and accurate
3-6 sigma statistical analysis, yield prediction and optimization
for memory, logic, analog and digital circuit designs.
Contact: info@proplussolution.com

Analog Simulation: AMS simulation
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www.tannereda.com

HiPer Simulation AMS
HiPer Simulation AMS delivers a cohesive, high-performance design
environment for a productive mixed-signal workflow:
• Schematic capture
• Analog simulation (T-Spice)
• Digital simulation (Riviera-PRO TE)
• Co-simulation (Verilog-AMS)
• Waveform probing & analysis
HiPer Simulation AMS integrates Tanner EDA’s industry-renowned
full-custom analog front-end design suite with Riviera PRO TE from
Aldec.

Tanner EDA | 626-471-9701

FEATURES
› Tightly integrated best-of-breed products for high productivity

and reliability

› Scalable – well-suited to growing needs of "big A/little D" designs
› Industry-leading price-performance
› Linux and Windows operating platforms

Contact: salesw@tannereda.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/tanner-eda?
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PCB Design: Board layout
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CR-8000
Three dimensions. Two hands. One environment.
CR-8000 is a revolution in PCB design. It is the first completely new
system-level board design solution to be built from the start to
incorporate the latest hardware and software technologies,
enabling you to meet today’s and tomorrow’s design challenges. It
is the only concept-to-manufacturing, native 2D and 3D, multi-board
system design solution available. Incorporating accelerated
graphics developed for the video gaming industry, it allows users
to interact with their designs differently – with two hands. With the
fastest system performance in the industry, CR-8000 speeds up the
design cycle, helping you turn concepts into products and get to
market faster.

FEATURES
The CR-8000 family has fully integrated design ﬂow that
includes these tools:
› System Planner – A system-level design environment for upfront

planning and partitioning of electronics systems

› Design Gateway – An engineering platform that brings extensive

design, simulation and analysis capabilities to your desktop

› Design Force – A complete, native 3D PCB and IC package design

environment

› DFM Center – A PCB manufacturing design and verification

CAM solution
› Graphical Pin Manager – FPGA and PCB co-design environment.

Zuken | 978-692-4900 | 800-356-8352

Contact: info@zuken.com
Twitter: @ZukenAmericas
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/zuken

Semiconductor IP: Analog IP
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www.cliosoft.com

SOS Design Data & IP Management
ClioSoft's SOS Design Data Collaboration Platform is built from the
ground up to handle the requirements of hardware design teams.
The SOS platform enables global team collaboration, design & IP
reuse, and efficient management of design data from concept
through tape-out. Custom engineered adaptors seamlessly integrate
SOS with leading design flows:
•
•
•
•
•

Cadence Virtuoso® Custom IC
Synopsys Custom Designer
Mentor Pyxis
SpringSoft Laker
SOS Digital

The Visual Design Diff (VDD) engine assists ECO management
by graphically highlighting changes between two versions of a
schematic or layout directly in the editors.

ClioSoft, Inc. | 1-408-496-5890

FEATURES
› Version control integrated into design flow
› Composite object support for cell views
› Efficient multi-site collaboration
› IP tracking, reference and reuse
› Release and derivative management
› Web browser to access design data and search for IP
› Integration with issue tracking systems
› Comprehensive access controls
› Optimal use of storage resources
› Isolated and shared workspace
› Visual comparison of schematic and layout versions

Contact: info@cliosoft.com
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/151951?trk=tyah

Semiconductor IP: Hard IP
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ARM POP IP
ARM® POP™ IP combines ARM’s market-leading processor technology with our Artisan® Physical IP products to deliver the highest performance ARM Cortex™-A5, Cortex-A9, Cortex-A7 and
Cortex-A15 processor-based SoC implementations in the industry.
POP IP is core-hardening acceleration technology to produce the
best ARM processor implementations in the fastest time-to-market.

FEATURES
› Flexibility to optimize for maximum performance, lowest power,

or any desired combination

ARM’s processor and physical IP engineering teams co-develop
POP IP products. This unique, in-depth level of core and physical
IP co-development produces industry-leading results, which could
only be possible with ARM’s vertically integrated IP capabilities.
POP IP products are also critical elements in implementing ARM
hard macros, such as the ARM Cortex-A9 Dual Core hard macro for
TSMC 40nmG process and Cortex-A15 Quad Core hard macro for
TSMC 28HPM process.

› A predictable performance solution for the ARM Cortex-A series

of processors

› The shortest time-to-market by leveraging ARM low-power

implementation knowledge

› Dependable production solutions
› Targeting TSMC 40nm, 28nm and 20nm process technologies,

and GLOBALFOUNDRIES 28nm and 20nm process technologies
› Now includes support for Mali™-T6XX GPUs on TSMC 28HPM
process technology
Contact: Salesinfo-US@arm.com
SoC Design Community: www.arm.com/community/soc/index.php

ARM, Inc. | 408-576-1500
Semiconductor IP: Soft IP
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www.plda.com

Complete PCI Express Gen 3 IP Solutions for ASIC, FPGA & SoC
PLDA offers the most complete IP solutions for the PCIe interface with
products designed to speed your time-to-design for ASIC, FPGA and
SoC products. PLDA’s highly configurable PCIe solutions include:
› XpressRICH3 PCIe 3.0 IP for ASIC: A highly-configurable PCIe

endpoint, root port, and switch semiconductor IP with support for
PCIe 3.0 at Gen3, Gen2, and Gen1 speeds, in x1, x2, x4, x8, x16 formats.
› XpressRICH3-AXI PCIe 3.0 IP with AXI for ASIC: A configurable PCIe
Gen3 IP solution featuring an AXI3/AXI4 compliant user interface
with built-in DMA.
› QuickPCIe – PCIe with Enhanced DMA for FPGA: A flexible PCIe 3.0
interface IP with advanced DMA that exposes an AMBA AXI4
interface to the user. Targeted to Altera or Xilinx FPGAs.
› PCIe Gen 3 Prototyping Design Kits: PLDA XpressGX5LP and
XpressV7LP FPGA design kits feature a highly-integrated, low-profile
PCI Express FPGA card with quad-10Gb Ethernet (40GbE) engineered
for prototyping and field deployment.

PLDA | 408-273 4528

FEATURES
› PLDA IP cores are provided with a complete set of tools, including
›
›

›
›

FPGA prototyping cards, drivers and APIs and testbenches
Products include dedicated technical support from IP designers and
maintenance updates
IP includes libraries for functional simulation, synthesizable Verilog
RTL (encrypted or source code) for synthesis/implementation and
configuration assistant GUI
Many products include reference designs in synthesizable Verilog
RTL source code, with simulation environment and test scripts
Products include complete documentation and user's manuals

Get an additional month on your free PCIe eval!
Visit www.plda.com/request_ip.php and enter “EDA”
in the section marked “Additional Information”
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